ENTERPRISE

Simple & Effective
Room Booking
Software
Helps you schedule your meeting rooms
on your browser , tablet , phone and even Outlook

BOOK MEETING ROOMS MORE
EFFICIENTLY WITH

YAROOMS
ENTERPRISE
From the start of the
deployment your team has
been terrific to work with!

Timothy Fehmel | Facilities Manager

Hofstra University

YArooms Enterprise is a bespoke
installment of the popular YArooms
Meeting Room Booking System. It runs
on its dedicated web server, separated
from the cloud-accounts.
This grants you total control of your
data and the ability to customise
YArooms to your liking. Add a chat
functionality, a catering menu or even
integrate it with one of your internal
systems - as long as it is technically
possible, YArooms Enterprise allows
for extensive modifications to the
original system.
Depending on your security
requirements, YArooms Enterprise can
run on a server we maintain or on a
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server you set up on your
premises.

EXPLORE MORE
FEATURES
A Web Based
Booking Solution
YArooms is a web based booking
software package that makes it easy for
you to manage rooms and resources
and to book a room in any of your
offices, regardless of time zone or
location.
Since our launch 4 years ago, we have
continuously improved the platform
according to our client's suggestions and
after conducting one on one interviews
with them.

Fast Booking
The weekly dashboard shows instant
room availability. Through it, users can
book a meeting room in just 2 clicks. For
recurrent meetings, booking resources,
and inviting attendees we offer an
advanced booking screen.

YArooms has a very friendly support team which
helped us through the process of integrating it into our
daily routines, and the transition was near seamless.
Everybody in the company loves it, it’s mobile friendly
and very usable, which is more than we bargained for.

Viorel Mocanu

Design Director at EveryMatrix

YAROOMS DOOR

Book Your Meeting Room
Right From Its Door

See The Room's
Availability In Real Time

See Upcoming
Meettings

Book A Meeting
In An Instant

We have extended YArooms with a tablet app - you can check the room
availability as you walk by it. Book a meeting in that room directly from the
device and see how busy that room will be in the near future.

EXPLORE MORE
FEATURES
Outlook Integration
Integrating YArooms with Outlook is as
easy as installing an Outlook add-in. Users
will be able to book meetings in YArooms
straight from Outlook and synchronise
the meetings with their own Outlook
calendar.

Recurrent Booking
There are meetings that occur with a
known frequency - every day, every week,
once a month and so on. You can create 1
single booking and add a recurrency rule
to it - YArooms will recreate the booking
for you.

We are very happy with YArooms. The customer service
has been excellent both in response and having a solution.
Our people jumped on the program as soon as they knew
we had it and use it with ease.

Susan Baron

Office Manager at Treetop Ventures

EXPLORE MORE
FEATURES
Equipment Manager
Along with your conference rooms, you may
want to manage your adjacent resources video projectors, laptops, catering and so
on. Once you create a meeting, you can add
to it any of the resources you have

Meeting Reminders

previously defined - and track their usage.

YArooms bookings allow you to invite
colleagues and guests to take part in the
meeting. To make sure they don't forget
about it, it will notifiy them about their
upcoming conference and help them
manage their time more efficiently.

Arooms has helped optimise the process and time
required to manage our meeting rooms at DXS.
It's very easy to learn, our new members require little or
no training at all, just set-up a new account/password and
off they go.

Steven Arthur

Office Manager at Desk X Space

EXPLORE MORE
FEATURES
Register Page
Having worked with companies with many
staff members, we know that creating
multiple accounts can be a hassle.
YArooms has a scalable registration
process - you can create
multiple accounts with a CSV import

Activity Reports

OR with a registration page, allowing
users to set up their own accounts.

Some people in your organization might
need access to all of the data regarding the
bookings aggregated for billing purposes or
others. The reports section of YArooms
offers all of the account's data in
a filterable fashion and allows exporting.

Thanks very much for all of the hard work your team put
forth implementing YArooms for us.
Your team has been extremely accommodating to us with
making updates and revisions to the site so we could get it
set up perfectly for our needs and we really appreciate all
of your efforts.

Timothy Fehmel

Facilities Manager at Hofstra University

GERARD DEANE

WE'VE BEEN DELIGHTED
WITH THE SERVICE AND
PRODUCT TO DATE - I'D
HAVE NO HESITATION IN
RECOMMENDING IT (MAY
ALREADY HAVE DONE SO).
HOLYWELL TRUST

